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I. INTR~OUCTIO~ 
As it is known the Helmholtz equation 
(--d--k2)U=-$ -...- $4&f 
I n 
in R” or in the exterior of some bounded domain has for any fE CF two 
solutions U- and u+ such that 
I lu,(‘(l + 1x1)-‘-“I dx < 00, 
--f_Tiku, 2(ltlxj)-1+8zdx<m ’ 
au 
aI4 
for any 6,) 6,) 6, > 0, 0 < 6, < 2, so that condition (1) defines u- and u+ 
uniquely. 
These solutions are the limits as h \ 0 of the solutions Us of the equation 
(-A -k2) uA T Uu, =J: 
Conditions (1) are called the Sommerfeld radiation conditions. 
This paper deals with the Dirichlet problem for the strongly elliptic 
second-order differential equation 
(d(x, 8) - k2) u = - $ t & (aij g) + W - k2u =A XELA (2) 
J 
“Is*=0 (3) 
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in the domain Q = {x E R”, x, > F(x’)}, where F(x’), x’ = (x, ,..., x,-~) is a 
smooth function, such that 
lX’ll+a < c* F(Y), Ix’1 lVFl< c*F(x’) (4) 
with positive constants a, C* and C*. 
As for the coefficients of Eq. (2), they are suppose!l to be real, the matrix 
d(x) = {U,}~,j=1 is selfadjoint and 
(5) 
for some r > 0. Here 6, are the Kronecker symbols. 
For Eq. (2) the radiation conditions have been studied for exterior 
domains (see Jager [l]). But the radiation conditions for domains with 
infinite border are known only in the case of domains R that satisfy the 
following condition: (x, n(x)) < C( 1 + Ix\)-‘, where n(x)-unite exterior 
normal to Xl at x E aa (see Vogelsang [2]). In particular the last condition 
implies that if G! = {x E I?“, x, > F(x’) > 1, (VI;] < ZF}, then it contains a 
cone. The domain we consider here are “thinner” than any cone, for 
instance, 52 = {x E IR”, x, > C ]x’Ip,p > 1) (see also [5, 61). It is proved in 
Section 2 that for the operator in L*(Q) defined by 
d(x~g3)=- i$l g (aij$) +4 
I J 
there is no positive discrete spectrum. This result is a generalization of the 
Kato theorem [3]. (See, also, Eidus [4], Roze [7 .) Absence of positive 
discrete spectrum for the Laplace operator fol. the domains under 
consideration was proved by Tayoshi [8]. In the same section more general 
radiation conditions than conditions (1) for solutions of the problem (2~(3) 
are defined and the uniqueness theorem for this problem is proved. 
By use of the limiting absorption principle in Section 3 we demonstrate the 
existence of the solution for the problem (2)-(3) that satisfies the above 
radiation conditions. We point out that this solution may be defined by 
conditions (1) with 6, = 0. 
2. KATO'S THEOREM. UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION 
DEFINITION 1. The domain 0 and the differential operator &(x, a) are 
said to satisfy the condition U if there exists a function p E C’(Q) and a 
constant R, such that when (xl> R,. 
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n 
a,:c<lvPl<c, =I 3% s.I= 1 wxt ,< CP-‘3 XEf2, 
a,,: WVP, n(x)) < 0, XEan, 
u,,,: w-4 = flla2p2/axpax,Ii~,,=, is a positively definite matrix, i.e., 
(By,y)~oly12,0>0,yE~“. 
In ‘u,,, and everywhere below we use the summation convention. Adding a 
constant if necessary we may assume that p > C in 0 
We shall use the following notation: fiR = {x E 0, p(x) > R}, QrR = 
{x E 8, r < P(X) < R 1, s, = {x E R, p(x) = R 1, r,, = ix E ai2, 
z<p(x)<R},r,={xEX’,p(x)>R}. 
THEOREM 1. Let for the coeflcients of Eq. (2) the following condition 
(6) 
and condition ‘8 on domain R and operator J/(X, !?S) be satisfied. Let also 
the solution ofproblem (2~(3) with f = 0 belong to L,(0). Then it is zero 
everywhere in D. 
Without loss of generality one can consider Imu = 0. 
LEMMA 1. For any m > 0 
I opm(IVu12 + lul’)dx < 00. 
First let us prove the above statement for m = 0, i.e., that 
(7) 
I [Vul’dx < 00. n 
Let a(t) E P(R:), a(t) G 1 for t Q 1 and a(t) s 0 for t > 2. Put 
aR(x) = a()xI/R). Multiply Eq. (2) by aRu and integrate the expression we 
thus obtain over 0. Making integration by parts and taking into account the 
boundary condition ulaR = 0 we obtain 
j. a,(dVu, VU) dx = j0 (A- 4) aR u2 dx 
u2 dx. 
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Letting R + +co we prove that Vu E L*(a) and hence we get the estimate 
(7) with m = 0. 
Let us prove the estimate (7) with m = 1. Multiply Eq. (2) by the function 
p < x~‘u, Vp) + lu, where 
and u is the constant in 211111, and integrate the obtained expression over 
a ,$. Then integration by parts yields 
- + (d-Vu, Vu)(dVp, n) 1 dy 
= 
! 
plVp&’ (dvu,vp)* (8) 
SR I 
- + (J&P, Vp)((~0u, VU) - k*u*) t Zp-‘(&Vu, Vp) u 1 dS, 
- 
I S 
PIVPI-’ WV%VP)‘-$dVP,VP) 
‘0 I 
x (@‘Vu, VU) - k%*) + /p- ‘(J~VU, VP) u 
I 
dS,. 
All the terms that are not written explicitly in (8) one can estimate by the 
use of condition (6), ‘u, and the Schwarz inequality. In (8) they enter in the 
term with the symbol 0(1x\). 
As the boundary of the domain R is a level surface of the function u SO 
the vector VU at x E &! is proportional to the external normal vector; hence 
T(u) = (LdfVU) u)(dVu, Vp) - ;(dvu, Vu)(dVp, n) < 0 
according to ‘u,, . 
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We note now that in virtue of conditions ‘u,,, and (6) 
au a ap aijq. astp,,I ax, ’ ( ) au > (0 to(lxl))lVu12, 
(&Vu, Vu) = (1 + 0(1x!)) (Vu/? (9) 
As u, Vu EL*(Q) then there exists a sequence R, -+ 03, such that integral 
over SRB in (8) tends to zero. So for r0 sufficiently large we get 
j 
R 
(IVu12+u2)dx<C j plvPl-'(~vPJP) 
'0 ( S 4 
x { (~VU, Vu) - k2u2 } dSro 
+ I s’. Iw’w42 + u’> dSro (10) 
Integrating (10) with respect o r,, from r,, to R we obtain the following ine- 
quality: 
R 
j cr 
(Ivu12 + u’) dxdr, < C p(dVp, Vp)[(&Vu, Vu) - k2u2] dx 
r1 or, ( 
j 
fi,.R 
Then integrating the integral 
5 p(~Vp,Vp)(~Vu,Vu)dx Qr,n 
by parts and making use of Eq. (2) we get for the last inequality the form 
f (j~~~(lVul*+u')dx)dr,CC(j*~~ ]PW~PJP)W' 
II 
- $@(dVp,VP))aij$,u dx 
r .I I 
+-I ((Vu('t u’)dx fir,.Q 
1 -- 
2 I 
p(~~p,~p)I~pl-'(~~~,~~~~~~,, 
Sr, 
++j p(~~p,~p)~~P~-'(~~~~~P)~d~, 
SR 
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Letting R + co, we obtain 
AS 
j"(j (IVul'+u')dx) dr,=ja @-r,)(lVu12+u2)dx, 
r1 0, r1 
then the inequality (7) is valid for m = 1. 
Integration of the inequality (11) with respect o T, from r2 to co yields 
the validity of (7) for m = 2 and so forth. 
LEMMA 2. For any s and a, 0 Q a < I 
I R esp”(IVu12 + u’) dx < co (12) 
To prove Lemma 2 we introduce a function v,, putting v, = up”‘. Further, 
for convenience, we shall write v in place of v,. Equation (2) implies that 
the function v is a solution of the Dirichlet problem: 
+ 2mp-‘(JVv, Vp) - m(m + l)p’(&Vp, Vp) v 
v+qv-k2v=0, 
VI,, = 0. 
Let w= (&VP, VP)-‘. From ‘u, and (6) it follows that w > c > 0, 
1 Vy/l = o(1). Multiply Eq. (13) by the function t&@‘Vv, Vp) -I- Iv), where 1 
is the one from Lemma 1, and integrate the expression thus obtained over the 
domain Q. Integration by parts then yields the equality analogous to (8). 
Letting R tend to infinity in it, which is possible by Lemma 1 and making 
use of the positivity of the integral over r,., (which arises while integrating 
by parts and estimating the terms that are not written explicitly below with 
the help of conditions (6), ‘u,, and the Schwarz inequality) we get 
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(14) 
k*o -- 
J 2 0, 
y/v*dx - 2m 
I 
IJ/(&VV, VP)’ dx 
“ro 
-2m 
I 
yp - ’ l(~Ov, Vp) vdx 
R ‘0 
+Cjn, ($+;)v2dx+jQ,00(~x,)(~Vv,2+v2)dx. 
Estimating the integrals 
J- VP - ‘I (dvv, vp) vdx, 1 ~1 IVP I - ’ W’Vv, VP> vdsro 
R ‘0 S% 
with the help of the Schwarz inequality and taking into consideration (9) we 
obtain from inequality (14) that 
JVpJ-‘p{k*v* + m(m + l)(dVp,Vp)p-*v2 - (dVv,Vv)l dSro 
J yv*dx - m J ~/(&TV, VP)* dx R ‘0 R ‘0 
when I,, is sufficiently large. As 
I VP I - ’ qpv * dS,o < 4rJ v * Co 
‘0 
I J S’O 
= -2o(r,) j @‘Vv, VP) vdx + 
n 
‘0 
< o(r,,) i, ((dvv, VP)* + v') dx, 
'0 
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then it follows from last two inequalities that 
1 
-T sro I 
p(Vpl-’ 
I 
fPu2+m(m+ 1) 
X (LOP, VP) p*v* - qv2 - (A’v, Vv) dSro 
<I@-,,, m) ++ j IQ-’ 12w2 0’ dSro, (15) 
S’O 
where 
I@,,, m) = I, 
ro 
[ - $ + C ($- t F) ] v* dx, 
if rO and m are sufficiently large. 
Now substituting u for up”’ in (15) and dividing both sides of (15) by 
rim-’ (we remind the reader that SF0 is a level surface of the function p) we 
find 
+I 
%I 
~vp~-‘p2(k2u2 -qu* - (dvu, Vu)} dSro 
tyj IvpI-'(.sQVp,d~)u~dS,~ 
S:o 
-m 
I 62 
IVpl-‘p(.MVu, VP> udSro 
‘0 
< C 
I s 1” 
IVpl-‘p-‘u*d&+ ‘$‘e”. 
We integrate this inequality with respect to rO from rl to co. Using the 
equality 
1^ p*(~Tu, Vu) dx = I p2(k2 -4) u2dx 02 01 
-2 
I 
u @‘Vu, VP) pdx 
Q, 
- 
I 
pzIvpl-l(~Vu, VP) udS,., 
s. 
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we get 
+j P2~~vu,vp)/vp~-‘ud~~,-((m--)j p(-Qu,Vp)udx 
S r1 *,I 
+ I,, 
‘I 
(; (dVp, Vp) - Cp-l) u*dx 
i 
a, 
< Z(r,, m) rip*“’ dr,. 
rl 
Now we set 
(16) 
4O.A = - j, P (&Vu, VP) udx 
II 
1 =- 
(i 2 s 
P(,PPVP,VP)IVPI-'~*~S,, 
+ j ‘& 
fir, xs 
(astp s) u* dx). 
I 
Condition ?I implies 
for r0 sufliciently large. Note that 
Setting in (16) m - 1 = srp, 0 < a < 1 and dividing it by rl we find 
I(1 + sr:) (dVp, VP) - Cp - ’ ] u*dx 
‘I 
1 mz(rO,m) <-- I rl r, *m-l dr r. 
As 0 < a < 1 then for arbitrary s > 0 there exists r*(s, a) such that for all 
rl > r*(s, a) 
(1 + sry) (dVp, Vp) - Cp- ’ < 0, Z(r,, m) < 0, r. > r, > r*(s, a) 
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and consequently for rr > r*(s, a) 
We have therefore that for rl > r*(s, a) 
#(r,) < C(r*(s, a)) e-(2s)‘n rp. 
From this inequality we can easily get (12). Thus Lemma 2 is proved. We 
prove now the existence of an r* such that u vanishes in a,., . We introduce a 
function up,, = u exp(pp”), 0 < CL < 1, p is arbitrary. Below v takes the place 
of Upa. 
The function v is a solution of the equation 
satisfying the boundary condition vfaa = 0. We multiply this equation by the 
function p ( &‘Vv, Vp) + lu, where I is as in Lemma 1, and integrate the 
expression we obtained over the domain QrR. After integration by parts we 
get a certain equality. Taking into account 8, (6) and (9) and letting R tend 
to infinity in it, we find 
j 
p/Q-’ 
sr I 
(JdVv, Vp)‘-&dvP, VP>[@f% vu>- k2v2 
ZJV~\-‘(S’VV, Vp) vdS, 
(IVvj*+v*)(l +o(r))dx-q/ p2u-2(~Vp,Vp) 
x (2a- 
I 
- 2pa 
i 
p” (x~‘v, VP)* dx 
a, 
+ Cpa p”-’ v*dx + 
i 
pm-’ (&Vu, Vp) vdx 
*, 
(17) 
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Note now that Ylr,,, ‘u,, and (6) imply 
= (2a - 2)@‘Vp, Vp) + Tr B + o( 1) > C 
if a is sufficiently close to 1. Consequently, estimating the last integral on the 
right-hand side of (17) with the help of the Schwarz inequality we obtain 
i 
/, lvp~-’ 
sr I 
(dvo, VP)* -&dvp, VP)[(S%, Vv)-k2v2 
- a’p’(&Vp, Vp)p2”-2v2] 
++dVv,Vp)p-‘v dS,.<O 
I 
for r > r*, where r* is sufficiently large, and for all p > 1. 
Making the substitution u = u exp(pp”) and using the fact that S, is a 
level surface of the function p this inequality may be written in the form 
P 2n-‘eppa 1 Vp(-‘(&‘Vp, Vp)‘u’dS, tpG(r) t F(r) 
with certain functions G and F. As it is valid for all p > 1, then u s 0 if 
r> r*, i.e., u s 0 in R,,. The unique continuation theorem for the second 
order elliptic differential equation enables us to conclude that u s 0 on the 
whole of R. The proof of Theorem I is now complete. 
In the following we will need. 
THEOREM 2. Let the coefficients of Eq. (2) satisfy the condition 
,jflr, lxlT I 2 IUij-6ijltIXl ,i 121 t/q/! =O (18) ij= 1 r,J,k= 1 
for some r > 0, D = {x E R”, x, > F(x’)}, where for F the estimates (4) are 
valid, and u is a solution of the problem (2)--(3) with f = 0 and 
I (1 t Ix/)-’ Iu('dx < co. a 
Then u = 0 on R. 
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Proof. Let p* = (xi + ..a +xi-J(2C.J’ + xi where 61, is the constant 
in (4). Note that according to (4), the operator J(x, g) and the domain D 
satisfy the condition ‘u with the function p mentioned above. As in Lemma 1 
we first prove that p-‘Vu E L,(0). Then we multiply Eq. (2) by the function 
and integrate the expression thus obtained over a,,. We show later a 
concrete form of &I), 0 < cp@) < Cp- ‘, 1 Vy, 1 < Cp -*. After integration by 
parts we get a certain equality. Letting R tend to infinity in it we find 
t ; j (/~cp)‘(.dVp, Vp) u’dx 
n ‘0 
=-- I VP 1 vpl- l s ‘0 (dvu, VP)~ - + (dvp, Vp)((dVu, Vu) - k2u2) 
Note now that it follows from (4) that on 52 
8P I I - ax, < Cp-=lc’+=‘, i = l,..., n - 1, ap I I I ax- 1 < Cp-*a’(‘+o). (19) n 
Using the conditions ‘u and (18), taking into account that T(u) < 0 and 
setting 6 = min{a/( 1 + a), r, f } we obtain that 
t;i, @‘p)‘u*dx-Cj P-*G/J t p l(~‘lW4~ + u2> dx 
‘0 n ‘0 
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We set now in this inequality 
p@)=p-’ +2&y-“/* 
and obtain the inequality 
1 (Ivu(* +u2)p-‘-s’2dx( c ( I, q&dvp, Vp)IVpI-’ [(JVUY vu> RQl ‘0 
-kk’u’]dsro+j p-1~vp~-1(Ivu12+u2)ds,o 
Sro 1 
analogous to inequality (10). As in Lemma 1 it follows from this inequality 
that for any m > 0 
I 
prn(( Vu(2 + u’) dx < co; 
D 
so according to Theorem 1, u E 0 in R. Thus Theorem 2 is proved. 
DEFINITION 2. A solution of problem (2)-(3) is said to satisfy the 
radiation conditions with the function p, c < I Vpj < C, if 
i 
p-l I V(e-ik”u)(2 dx < co. 
0 
(20) 
THEOREM 3. Let the solution of Problem (2)--(3) with f = 0 satisfy the 
radiation conditions with the function p. Then u E 0 in l2. 
ProoJ We make in equality (2) a substitution w = eCikpu. The function 
w satisfies the equation 
-2ikaijss-ik$ (aij$) w 
i J I J 
+ k*((&Vp, Vp) - 1) w + qw = 0 
and the boundary condition wlan = 0. We multiply this equation by I+, 
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integrate over Q\fl, and take the imaginary part of both sides. Integrating 
the integral 
by parts, we get 
Imj (.dVw,Vp)~IV~)-‘dS,+kj (~Vp,Vp)IVpl-‘l~/*~~~=O 
SR SR 
which implies 
j (w)2dsR<cj IVWJ2dSR. 
SR SR 
Then multiplying by p- ’ I Vpl - ’ and integrating with respect o R from r0 to 
co we find 
j. 
‘0 
p-l IuJ2 dx< Cl* p-’ IV(e-ikPu)12 dx < 00 
‘0 
and consequently, according to Theorem r, u = 0. 
Remark 1. If condition (20) is substituted by 
I I (MVw, Vp)l*p-‘dx < co, n 
Theorem 3 remains valid. 
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATE AND EXISTENCE THEOREM 
Consider the Dirichlet problem 
a 
- ax. 
I 
+ qu, - k2U, - Uu, =f, 1>0, XER, (21) 
UA Ian = 0. (22) 
THEOREM 4. Let the coeflcients of Eq. (21) satisfy condition (5), 
0 < y < min(2/k, a/(1 + a)), p* = k;‘(x: + ..a + x’,-~) + xz, k, > C, where 
C, and a are the constants in condition (4) on the domain f2 and 
i nI~~12p-dd~< to, i 1 V(eWikO uJI~~~-~ dx < 00 R 
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for some 6 > 0. Then for sufficiently large r for the solution u1 of problem 
(21)-(22) an a priori estimate 
ProoJ After the substitution of We = ulePikp we get the following 
equation for We 
+k2[(~V~,V~)- 11 wa + qw, - Uw, = f eeikp. (24) 
Further we will be writing w for wJ. 
(i) We estimate the first integral on the left-hand side of (23). Let 
We multiply Equation (24) by T(w, VW), integrate over Q,, and take the real 
part of both sides of the equality thus obtained. After integrating by parts in 
using the conditions ‘u,, and (5) and the fact that in B 
I(dVp, Vp)- 11 <p-*a’(l+a) 
we get 
J I py-l (Y - 111 +fvw, WI2 + +Re a..? pa [ ‘J axi ( Gig Eg] 
- + (dVp, Vp)(d-VW, Vfl) 1 dx 
+ $-I pY(lopVw, Vti) dx 
n ‘R 
505/4X/2 2 
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+ 2k 
-lj-Rej pq5dvw, Vp) tidx 
R,~ 
+ kZ Re l 
py(dvp, Vp) - 1)(&G, Vp) wdx 
R ‘R 
<C 
+I, 
‘R 
py-21vw((wldx+ jQlp’-‘-‘““‘+~‘(l +nP)Iwl’dx 
+ I s~Py(IvwI* + Iw12)d% * 1 (25) 
Inequalities (19) for the derivatives of p and inequalities (9) imply 
(Y - l)I(dVw, VP)I’ + +R e 
- + (dVp, Vp)(dVw, Vti) 2 c IVw12. 
Then integrating by parts in the last two integrals on the left-hand side of 
(25) and taking into account that in J2 
IV((dVp, Vp} - I)[ < Cp-m’(‘+a)-’ 
and letting R tend to infinity we obtain that for sufficiently small 6, and 
r> r* 
J py-‘(I + ip)lVwl’ dx< c J. pY(jVwJ2 + ) WI”) cfs, 
0, S, 
t I, p2f2dx+ j p-'-y1 +AP.p))wl'dx 
) 
, 
I Qr 
(26) 
where r* is sufficiently large. 
(ii) We are going now to estimate the second integral on the left-hand 
side of (23). After integrating by parts in the integral 
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we get from Eq. (24) that 
Aj 
n 
(u("dvtj (.FpvP,vp}(vp(-11w12~s,, 
rr1 s r1 
= -1m 
j 
(AGv, Vp)(Vp(-’ w&T,, 
S 71 
t Im 
I 
(JS%V, Vp) ( Vp / - * WdS, 
sr 
- Im _n femikpiitdx. 
i (271 
r4 
’ + s Dividing both sides of (27) by r, , 6 < 6, and integrating it with respect o 
r, from r to R, we find that for any E > 0 
We note now that 
and therefore 
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Since wp- 6’2 E L*(O) the last integral over QrR in the above inequality tends 
to zero if R + co. Therefore letting R tend to infinity and taking E sufficiently 
small we may estimate the second integral on the left-hand side of (23) as 
follows 
I, (l+;P)P+ (s, JwJ2dx<C j ()vwJ2+lW12)d~r , 
+I, Ivwl’p-l-8dx+jlfl’p1+~dx). 
I 
Adding (26) to this inequality we thus proved Theorem 4. 
Denote by H:(O) the Sobolev weight space with the norm 
From the Lax-Milgram theorem and an a priori estimate for the solution of 
problem (21 j-(22) we obtain 
lI412,s G mfllo,s + II 24 llo,sh o<n<1. 
LEMMA 3. For any f E H’#2) there exists the unique solution of problem 
(21)-(22) in the space Hz(R). 
THEOREM 5. Let condition (5) be satisfied for the coeflcients of Eq. (2). 
Then for any f E Hi(Q) there exists the unique solution of the Dirichlet 
problem (2)-(3) satisfying the radiation condition (20). 
Proof: It follows from Theorem 4 and estimation (28) that for the 
solution u1 of problem (21)-(22) the following estimate is valid when r > r* 
1 py-’ )V(u,e-ik”)~2dx+llu~lI~,-,-~~C(llfll~,~+~,(u~))~ (29) R 
where 
K,(u,) =i pY(IV(e-ikpuA)J2 + lunl’> dS, 
sr 
+ Jo,* @Y-’ IV(u,e-ikp)j2 , 
+p-‘-a 2 IDpu,12) dx. 
IPI<* 
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Let r be fixed. Assume at first that for all 1, 0 < d < 1, 1 k,(u,) ( ,< C with the 
constant C that does not depend on A. Applying the Rellich theorem to the 
set {un} we conclude that it converges in the space H! I es when A+ 0. It 
follows from estimate (28) that (Us} converges in the space H? 1-s as well. 
Indeed since the function u~,~,, = Us, - uJ,, is a solution of problem 
(21~(22) with 1 =A’ andf= i(A’ + 1”) Us,,, then 
and consequently lim,,, Us = u E H? , -s is a solution of problem (2~(3) 
and (29) implies 
(30) 
Since y > 0, u satisfies the radiation conditions (20). We prove now that 
I k,(u,)l < C. Let there exists a sequence ,lj + 0 such that k,.(un,) + co. Put 
u*, = (k,(~,~))-’ ul. The function uAj is a solution of the following problem 
-d(x, g) uAj - k2uAj - iljvAj = (k,(uAj))-‘f, Q%2 = 0. 
Repeating the previous arguments we prove that ulj converges to the solution 
u of the problem 
s/(x, 69) u - k2v = 0, ~lX2=0 
which satisfies the radiation condition (20). By Theorem 3, u = 0, which 
contradicts the fact that k,(u) = 1. Thus Theorem 5 is proved. 
Remark 2. Proving Theorem 5 we show that for a solution of problem 
(2~(3) satisfying the radiation condition (20) there exists a stronger estimate 
(30). 
Remark 3. It follows from inequalities (19) for derivatives of p that the 
solution of problem (2)-(3) defined by conditions (20) may be defined by 
the condition 
j- 
n 
((I+/x~)-~-~~u~~+(~+~x~)-~ l++kuj2)dx<m. 
THEOREM 6. For any f E H;(0) there exists the unique solution of 
problem (2)-(3) that satisfies the estimate 
1 pyA1 IV(ueikp)(2 dx+ IIu~~~,-~-~ < co. D 
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To prove it one has to consider the problem 
d(x, GY) uA - k*u, + iAu, =f, A>O, XER, uJan=O 
and repeat he arguments of Theorems 3, 4, and 5. 
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